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after escaping a top secret facility in the arctic, oliver (stephen amell) becomes a wanted
man and is forced to team up with his former nemesis, malcolm merlyn (john barrowman).

determined to deliver upon malcolm’s promise that he would become leader of a new league
of vigilantes, oliver takes the surname “arrow,” assuming a new identity as the vigilante

known as “the arrow.” oliver soon realizes that his mother, moira (susanna thompson) knows
more than she has let on, and she is determined to destroy oliver and everyone he cares for
in order to obtain a valuable notebook. meanwhile, thea (willa holland) learns that the family

home has been foreclosed and their lives are in danger. stephen amell ("arrow") stars as
oliver queen. john barrowman ("holby city") stars as malcolm merlyn, a.k.a., the league of
assassins leader, slade wilson, a., deathstroke, and most recently, the bratva leader. katie
cassidy ("pretty little liars") stars as laurel lance, the daughters stepmom and team arrow

member. david ramsey ("prime suspect") stars as detective lance. season 1 of arrow is
perhaps the best entry point into the series for newbies, and this release improves upon that,

providing a contemporary yet slightly retro presentation with a nice selection of extras for
fans to enjoy. cinedigm brings the series to blu-ray and dvd with a 1080p transfer that looks
nicely crisp and sharp. for the most part, the overall visual quality is good, with no notable

defects; aside from the occasional softness in the image. however, the transfer does feature
a mildly grainy appearance in certain areas, especially the opening credits sequence. the
only show in existence that has a more grainy opening credits sequence is the superbly

gritty st. vincent.
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in addition to the physical releases of the season,
arrow: the complete third season is also available as a
digital hd. the six-disc combo includes four bonus discs
of behind-the-scenes and making-of featurettes plus a
season pass digital download card for the upcoming

third season. the bonus discs include last of the
monster (featuring stephen amell and ross marquand),

the music of arrow, behind the scenes with felicity
smoak, the punisher, and starling city alive. price:

$30.00 the trailer for the second season of arrow was
released on friday. arrow: the complete second season

is available on dvd and arrow: the complete second
season will be released on blu-ray disc and dvd on

august 27th. the season includes episodes from
episodes 1 to 21 and will be released with four bonus
discs. one of the discs, entitled valkyries: crafting the

villains lair features producer wendy mericle and
additional hosts, like barry and andi. the fourth disc,
the punisher: crafting the villains lair, gives fans an

exclusive look at the punisher in action. in addition, the
discs include a printable and interactive map that

enables viewers to look up locations mentioned in the
episodes. price: $30.99 meanwhile, willa holland and
stephen amell star as the mother and son who are

separated by the secrets they've kept for years, and
are forced to team up when they learn how to defend
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starling city from the threat of leviathan, in arrow
season 3, part two of the critically acclaimed series
premiering on the cw october 8, 2014 at 9 pm et/pt.
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